I. INTRODUCTION
As antenna performance complexity increases, so too does the suite of measurements that are needed to confirm whether a given antenna satisfies the required performance. Such more elaborate testing at once implies that these measurements will be more time-consuming. It is important to realize that it is not the speed with which electronic instrumentation is able to operate that is of concern. When it comes to antenna testing this aspect occupies only a small portion of the time involved. Rather, it is the acquisition time related to the three-dimensional movement of the antenna under test (AUT), or the acquisition probe, during measurement that is the principal contributor. In this paper we explore methods for reducing the data capture burden in antenna planar near-field (PNF) measurements [1] . This will be done using an adaptive approach in the processing of the measured data as it is being sampled. 
II. DATA ACQUISITION ITERATIONS

III. ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUE
At the end of the th n iteration we use the two-dimensional FFT (hereafter referred to as the PNF technique) to determine the far-zone co-and cross- 
IV. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ADAPTIVE DATA ACQUISITION
We consider an 11x11 array of theoretically modelled array elements for which we are able to precisely compute the field both over the near-field plane and in the far-zone. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the directly computed farzone pattern to that computed using the PNF technique, but for a sampling plane size that was purposefully too small (that is, for which Threshold F was purposefully chosen to large) to obtain accurate far-zone predictions. Smaller choices of Threshold F cause the iterations to be continued until there is negligible difference between the directly-and PNF-computed patterns; there is little sense in showing such patterns here since they are almost indistinguishable.
Results obtained using measured near-field data, alternative error measures [2] , and the effects of the choice of Threshold F , co P , cr P ,
co i j w θ φ and ( , ) cr i j w θ φ , will be discussed in the actual presentation. Probe-correction is performed only at the last step, once the adaptive technique has indicated that a satisfactory sampling plane size has been attained.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The far-zone field computation time is relatively small compared to the data acquisition time even if such computation is done repeatedly as part of an adaptive algorithm intent on reducing the amount of data that has to be acquired. This has the potential to reduce overall antenna testing time.
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